Under the __ is Stephen King’s latest horror novel
__ is an autobiography by tennis great Andre Agassi
Mitch Albom’s latest nonfiction bestseller Have a Little __
Scarpetta __ by Patricia Cornwell
__ with Care is Jodi Picoult’s latest bestseller
SuperFreakonomics is the follow up to Freakonomics by Steven __
Danielle Steel’s new romance Southern __
Its Your Time by bestselling author and pastor Joel __
Professor Langdon’s latest adventure: The Lost __
True __ is Edward Kennedy’s autobiography
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: __ __, the fourth book in the series
Ford County by John __ is his first collection of short stories
Vision in White and Bed of Roses are by Nora __
The Girl Who Played with Fire is the latest novel by __ Stieg Larsson
P.C. Cast’s sixth House of Night book
Pride and Prejudice and __ a new twist on a classic novel
True Blue by David __ is his latest mystery
__ Fire by Suzanne Collins is the second book in her young adult series
The Last Song is another bestseller by __ Sparks
The Last __ is the final book in the Percy Jackson series
Fancy Nancy: Splendiferous __ by Jane O’Connor
The __ Storm by Robert Jordan was finished after his death
Arguing with Idiots and Common Sense are both by __
Pirate __ by Michael Crichton was published posthumously
What the Dog Saw by Malcolm Gladwell contains his __ __ essays
I, Alex Cross is the __ Alex Cross novel by James Patterson
Lover Avenged by J. R. Ward is part of the Black Dagger __ series
Kathryn Stockett’s debut The Help takes place in __ in 1962

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:
________
________

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
________________
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